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Wired Earphones JR-EW04, Half in Ear (White)

Joyroom JR-EW04 wired in-ear headphones, (White).
Don't let mediocre sound quality take away from your music listening pleasure. Opt for the versatile Joyroom JR-EW04 headphones and
enjoy deep sound. They provide a perfect fit to the shape of your ear and are equipped with a built-in three-button remote control for
easy  operation  ,  as  well  as  a  sensitive  microphone  for  crystal  clear  phone  calls.  Plus,  the  universal  3.5mm  connector  makes  them
compatible with a wide range of devices.
 
Exceptional comfort
A key element of the headphone experience is comfort. The ergonomic design of the headphones makes them fit the shape of your ear
perfectly, ensuring comfort no matter how long you use them.
 
Control at your fingertips
The built-in three-button remote lets you easily control music, calls and voice assistant, all without having to take your phone out of your
pocket. Opt for proven solutions and enjoy hassle-free operation.
 
Crystal clear calls
You don't have to worry about call quality, even in noisy environments. The built-in sensitive microphone ensures that your conversations
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are always crystal clear. Your voice is accurately recorded, so your callers will always hear you clearly.
 
Music experience at the highest level
The  JR-EW04  offer  exceptionally  detailed  sound  that  will  capture  the  attention  of  any  music  lover.  The  φ14.2mm  speakers  with  a
frequency range of 20Hz to 20KHz deliver rich and balanced sound. From deep bass to bright and clear treble! So you can listen to your
favorite songs while enjoying every sonic nuance.
 
Universal audio connector
The  3.5mm  connector  makes  the  JR-EW04  headphones  compatible  with  a  wide  range  of  devices.  This  makes  them  an  ideal  choice,
whether you plan to connect them to your phone, tablet or laptop. Enjoy a reliable connection without interference!
 
	Manufacturer.
	Joyroom
	Model: 
	JR-EW04
	Color: 
	white
	Type: 
	semi-in-ear
	Speaker: 
	φ14.2mm
	Frequency range: 
	20Hz-20KHz
	AC impedance: 
	32Ω
	Rated power: 
	3mW
	Cable length: 
	1,2m
	Material: 
	TPE ABS
	Connector type: 
	3.5mm

Preço:

Antes: € 4.6002

Agora: € 4.19
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